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Nigerians, the Highest Social Media
Users in the World

Nigeria has become the country with the highest
social media usage in the world with 4.07 hours
of social media usage per day amidst poor power
supply. In other words, an average Nigerian
spends longer hours on the social media than a
German (1.29 hours), Japanese (0.51 hours), and
Indian (2.36 hours). Consequently, a Nigerian
spends about 17% of his lifetime on social media.
It also implies that if the time used on social
media is unproductive, then Nigeria loses an
average of N30 trillion per annum. Given that an
average Lagosian spends about 12.70% of
his/her life time on traffic, an average Lagosian
could lose as much as N222,000 per year to traffic
and social media time. Also, with 24-hour
electricity supply, an average Nigeria will most
likely spend about 5.32 hours on social media per
day.

One of the greatest revolutions that the
internet heralded is the social media
revolution. The emergence of social webs
and mobile techs sparked an astronomical
shift that is currently changing the world at
a speed we could never have imagined.
Today, about 58.4% of the world population
uses social media with about 424 million new
users joining the foray in the last 12 months.
The 4.62 billion global users of social media
spend average of 2 hours 27 minutes on
social media daily. Interestingly, Nigeria
leads the global social media chart table in
terms of number of hours spent on the social
web. While Japan and Germany spend about
0.51 hours and 1.29 hours respectively,
Nigeria spends about 4.07 hours per day.
The most used social webs in Nigeria are
WhatsAPP (93%), Facebook (86.2%),
YouTube (81.6%), Instagram (73.1%) and
Twitter (61.4%).
CountriesWherePeopleSpendtheMostandLeasttimeon
SocialMedia

The social media represents a paradigm shift
that is part of the ongoing Fourth Industrial
Revolution, 4IR, or Industry 4.0. The 4IR is
an era of embedded connectivity that is
characterized by the omni-use and
dominance
of
digital
technological
throughout society that alters social
relations and the way we experience the
world around us. It represents an emergence
of an augmented social existence that
sharply constraints with the natural world
we used to know.

March to N204.402bn in April. The 13 per
cent derivation revenue also witnessed a
remarkable increment, rising by 124.7%
from N23.75bn in March to N53.356bn in
April. However, the Excess Crude Account
(ECA) only recorded a paltry accretion of
$1,000 as it grew from $35.371 mn in March
to $35.372 mn in April. The FAAC was
shared as follows: the Federal Government
(N277.104bn), State Governments (N227.201
bn) and the Local Government Councils
(N167.910bn).

Essentially, the social media presents
opportunities and risks. The ecosystem could
provide a money-spinning opportunity
through
content
creation,
adverts,
entertainment and product promotions.
Undoubtedly, it is not only a veritable but
also an inevitable corporate arsenal for the
provision of market intelligence, trade leads
and achievement of global visibility.
However, if the social media opportunity is
not well harnessed, it could constitute a big
risk and a wasteland. Whether the social
media ecosystem is a big opportunity or big
risk depends on both corporate and state
roles in harnessing its potentials. According
to Pewresearch, over 84% of persons
between 18-50 years use social media while
only 45% of persons above 65 years use any
of the social media platforms. This suggests
that Nigeria with a bulging youth
population has a great prospect of widening
social media usage in the near to long term.
With the government refocusing on digital
economy and keying into the fourth
industrial revolution, social web footprint
will witness greater upsurge in Nigeria.

FAAC allocation is the major source of
revenue for the central and subnational
governments in Nigeria. Increment in FAAC
allocation could support salary increment,
and payment of arrears for civil/public
servants. It could also support increment in
infrastructural and other capital spending at
all levels of government. However, given
that Nigeria is in its election season, the
increment may rather go into campaign and
electioneering spending. Overall, it is
expected that increased government
spending would lead to increase in national
income and improvement in consumer
welfare. Contingent on lingering elevated
energy prices supported by the ongoing
Ukraine war, it is expected that FAAC
allocation will further improve in the
coming month. However, if the legacy
constraints that have continued to
undermine crude oil production intensifies,
FAAC allocation may rather moderate.
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FG, States LGAs Share N725.571bn in
April

The Federation Account Allocation
Committee’s
(FAAC)
distributable
allocation increased by 22.9% to N725.571bn
in April from N590.546bn shared in March.
The N135.035bn increment in April’s
distributable FAAC was supported by
increment in statutory revenue from
N371.036bn in March to N521.169bn in
April while distributable Value Added Tax
(VAT) declined by 6.7% from N219.504bn in

Source: Statista, FDCThinkTank
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The Reopening of Land Borders to
Improve Trade

On Friday 22nd of April, 2022, the Federal
Government approved the second phase of
the reopening of the remaining four land
borders at Idiroko, Jibia, Kamba and Ikom
respectively, in addition to the initial four
that was opened in Dec, 2020 (Seme, Illela,
Maigatari and Mfun). This is coming after
33 months of closure. The closure of the
land borders was part of Federal
Government’s efforts to stimulate local
production and prevent the smuggling of
illegal arms, food and agricultural products.
The reopening of these borders has several
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implications on trade, employment and
general economic activities in Nigeria. This
will boost intra-regional trade within
African countries, thereby facilitating
Africa Continental Free Trade Area
(AfCFTA). In addition, there would be a
large influx of traders, artisans and workers
from neighboring countries like Ghana,
Benin etc. This will improve trading
activities both in the formal and informal
sector. Export earnings from some products
will increase significantly as more locallyproduced goods from small and mediumsized businesses (SMEs) are exported
through its land borders to other African
countries. However, the risk to this border
reopening includes increase in crime rate,
smuggling and illegal trading.

Unity Bank Plc Releases Spectacular
Results for 2021

Unity Bank Plc has remained resilient as it
weathers through the recovery phase of the
economic plague imposed on Nigeria and
indeed the globe by the Covid-19 pandemic.
The gross earnings increased by 8.06% to
N50.38bn in the year ended December 31,
2021. Profit for the period rose by 52.09% to
N3.17bn. This was driven by the significant
decline in the company’s net trading loss,
which fell by 65.71% to N1.31bn in 2021
from N3.82bn in 2020. The company’s
earnings per share for FY’21 was 27.15kobo,
a 52.10% rise from 17.85kobo in FY’20. As at
April 29, the market capitalization for the
company is N5.84bn, 0.02% of the total
market capitalization (N26.76trn) and the
company’s P/E ratio is 1.84x. The 2021
performance of the bank suggests a positive
outlook for 2022 and it is expected that its
bottomline will further uptick in the year

IMF revised upwards its growth
forecast for the Nigerian economy to
3.4%

The International Monetary Fund
(IMF) has revised Nigeria's economic
growth forecast for 2022 upward to
3.4% from its initial projection of 2.7%
in January. The revision was premised
on higher oil prices – Brent is currently
trading above $100pb. It is expected that
the country will benefit from the global
rise in oil prices amid the ongoing RussiaUkraine crisis. The IMF's upbeat view of
Nigeria is likely to encourage the muchneeded investment inflows, which will help
to boost the country’s output levels and
economic growth. With population growth
rate of about 2.6, the growth projection
implies that the per capita income will
increase in 2022 as well as 2023. If this

expectation is realized, economic activities
will bolster as consumer income improves.
However, the fund reiterated that the
country, like many other developing
economies, will remain threatened by a slow
COVID-19 pandemic recovery, as well as
high inflation and rising debt service costs.

Meanwhile, due to the direct impact of the
Russia-Ukraine war and the effect of
Russian sanctions on the world economy, the
IMF lowered its forecast for global economic
growth to 3.6% in 2022 and 2023. Also,
inflation is projected to rise further across
the globe due to the war-induced rise in
commodity prices, prompting central banks
to tighten monetary policy even more
aggressively and exposing the debt
vulnerabilities
of
emerging
market
economies like Nigeria.

Headline Inflation rose to 15.92% in
March

Following the surge in food and energy costs,
Nigeria's headline inflation increased for the
second consecutive time this year, reaching a
five-month high of 15.92% in March. This is
22 basis points higher than the 15.70%
recorded in February. Month-on-month
inflation increased by 11bps to 1.74%
(23.15% annualized), up from 1.63% (21.46%
annualized) in February. Similarly, the food
inflation sub-index rose by 9bps to 17.20%
due the effect of the planting season.
We expect inflation to rise in the coming
month due to lingering supply constraints,
the exchange rate pass through effect to
prices and higher energy costs. A higher
inflation rate implies an increase in the
negative real returns on investment as
interest
rates
remain
low.
This,
unfortunately, points towards a further
decline in investment flows into the country
and sluggish economic growth. More so,
rising inflation could put the monetary
policy committee under pressure to reverse
its policy stance towards tightening at its
next meeting in May.
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FG approves N4trn for fuel subsidy
in 2022, budget deficit to climb to
4.5%

After the Nigerian senate ratified the
amended 2022 Medium Term Expenditure
Framework, the budgeted amount for fuel
subsidy for 2022 was increased to a
whopping N4trillion from N442.72 billion
earlier. This revision was done to reflect
changes in the global and domestic economy,
such as declining oil production levels due to
oil theft and sabotage and elevated crude oil
prices triggered by the Russian-Ukraine
tensions. The oil production estimate was
revised downwards to 1.6mbpd from
1.88mbpd, essentially highlighting lower
revenue
and
inflated
expenditure
(N17.13trn). While the increase in fuel
subsidy payments, will keep the price of
petrol constant for Nigerians at N162N165/litre, it keeps the economy highly
vulnerable to external shocks, as new
borrowings will be used to plug this widening
deficit that is now projected to expand by
N965.4bn to N7.35trn (4% of GDP). Sadly,
the total public debt stock, which is already
at a record high of N39.56trn will climb
further and debt service payments, at a time
when global interest rates are rising will
spiral, thereby exacerbating the country's
financial burden.

FG plans to end annual N200bn
electricity subsidy in December

The federal government plans to discontinue
the yearly N200bn electricity subsidy in
December. This decision comes after the
Nigerian Electricity Regulatory Commission
(NERC) publicly announced its displeasure
about the power sector's difficulties,
including insecurity and low funding.
Between 2015 and 2020, the accumulated
tariff shortfall was almost N2.4trn, resulting
in an annual average of N200bn that was
used to reduce electricity prices. Eliminating
the electricity subsidy will raise the cost of
electricity for Nigerians. This combined with
other rising expenses would eat into
households’ disposable income and worsen
their cost of living. Also, the high price of
diesel (N650/liter) coupled with the
impending removal of the electricity subsidy
will worsen the operating cost for businesses
and manufacturers.
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FG to increase wheat production by
2.7 million metric tonnes

In a bid to lower wheat prices and
importation in Nigeria, the federal
government announced its decision to ramp
up wheat production by 2.7 million metric
tonnes locally. Recently, the global price of
wheat has increased by 42.39% to
$1,097.50/mt YTD, following the RussiaUkraine crisis (both countries account for
30% of global wheat exports). Given that
wheat makes up 6.69% of Nigeria's total
imports, the global price hike has increased
confectioners' production costs, resulting in
higher prices of wheat flour, bread, and
other wheat-related products. The decision
of the federal government, which intends to
purchase processing machines and provide
access to lands for farmers to produce and
process wheat in order to boost domestic
production is a welcome one. This will
improve wheat supply that in turn will
reduce the import costs for companies who
use the commodity as an input material and
possibly cool the price of wheat related
products like flour. The price of flour is
currently up 5.12% to N22,600 per 50kg bag
from N21,500 at the end of last year.

NNPC to deliver gas through $2.6bn
AKK gas pipeline in Q1’13

The
Nigerian
National
Petroleum
Corporation (NNPC), in collaboration with
its contractors, Oliserv Limited, has stated
its plan to deliver natural gas through the
$2.6bn Ajaokuta-Kaduna-Kano (AKK) gas
pipeline in Q1’23. As part of the TransNigeria gas pipeline, the AKK natural gas
pipeline, with a capacity of 2.2 bn cubic feet
of gas per day, will deliver natural gas from
Ajaokuta in Kogi state to Kano and
Kaduna. Although the country’s gas reserves
remain the largest in Africa at 209.5trn cubic
feet, production-to-reserves remain at
approximately 1%, indicating a shortfall,
due to under investment and inadequate
infrastructure in the sector. Nigeria’s
liquefied natural gas exports, on the other
hand, remain low, accounting for only 9.95%
of total exports in Q4'21. However, after
completion, this pipeline, which is just onethird complete, will provide gas for the
domestic market. The NNPC has also
pledged to pump eight billion standard cubic
feet of gas into the domestic pipeline to
alleviate the gas shortage. This is expected to
boost electricity generation, allow for
industrial expansion, offer job opportunities,
and increase domestic consumption. In the
meantime, the EU has approached Nigeria
to ramp up gas supply to Europe in order to

fill the Russian gap. This would entice the
EU to invest in the gas sector, boosting
Nigeria's gas supply. Increased gas exports
will boost Nigeria’s export earnings and
support external reserves accretion.

Nigeria tops 169 countries in
internet poverty index

According to the World Lab's Internet
Poverty Index, Nigeria has the largest
number of poor internet users in the world,
ranking first out of 169 countries. According
to the measure, internet poverty affects
47.39% of Nigerians, or 103.02mn people out
of a total population of 217.37mn. Internet
poverty is defined as the number of people
who can or cannot afford a basic mobile
internet package based on price, quantity,
and quality. While the country's internet
penetration stood at 144.06mn as at
February 2022, the broadband penetration
rate remains low at 40.91% (78.08mn) due to
inadequate
telecommunication
infrastructure and the SIM-NIN policy.¹
Inadequate
telecommunication
infrastructure will continue to limit the
number of internet subscribers, contributing
further to the rise in internet poverty and
hindering the CBN’s target of 90%
broadband penetration in 2023, which is
required for economic development and
supporting the financial inclusion
plan.

¹SIM-NIN policy: The policy introduced by the federal government of Nigeria requiring users to link their SIM cards to their national
identification numbers (NIN).
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Forex
Market
589.00

419.33

39.71

589.50

416.67

39.73

Forex: Parallel (N/ $)

Forex: IEFX (N/ $)

External Reserves ($/bn)

In the review period, the parallel market rate hovered around N588
– N590/$. It appreciated marginally by 0.08% to N589.00/$ from
N589.50/$ at the end of the previous period. On the contrary, the
IEFX rate depreciated by 0.64% to close at N419.33/$ from
N416.67/$. Despite the marginal appreciation in the parallel market
rates, the forex market still struggles deeply with limited supply to
meet the ever-growing demand. However, the average daily turnover
rose by 54.96% to $179.58mn from $115.89mn in the previous period.
Meanwhile, gross external reserves rose steadily during the review
period, reaching $39.81bn on April 22 before declining marginally by
0.25% to $39.71bn on April 25 despite the elevated oil prices –
Brent crude is currently trading at $105.43pb. Compared to the end
of the previous period, it lost 0.05%. The current level of external
reserves is sufficient to cover 9.01months of imports.

SOURCE: FDCThinkTank, FMDQ

Outlook and Implications
Although Nigeria is under pressure to devalue its currency, the CBN
governor hinted that the Bank is not in a hurry to devalue the
currency. Thus, we expect the CBN to continue to intervene
extensively in the market. However, forex demand pressure is
expected to increase as manufacturers intensifies stockpiling of
inventory before election, demand for forex for payment of
international students’ school fees increases, Ramadan and summer
tourists as well as airliners intensifies demand for forex. Thus, we
expect the naira to depreciate further to N590/$ -N600/$ at the
parallel market

SOURCE: FDCThinkTank, CBN
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Money
Markets

Stock
Market

SOURCE: FDCThinkTank, FMDQ

The average opening position for banks
stood at N151.68bn, 28.00% down from
N210.67bn recorded in the first half of
April. The decline in market liquidity led
to an increase in the average short term
interbank (NIBOR) rates by 256bps to
9.47% from 6.91% in the preceding
period. Likewise, the OBB and ON rates
spiked by 675bps and 675bps to 12.00%
and 12.50% respectively from 5.25% and
5.75% at the end of the previous period.

Outlook and Implication
Interbank Interest rates are expected to
remain stable pending any significant
injections or withdrawals from the
system.

SOURCE: FDCThinkTank, NGX

The NGX ASI ended the review period
on a high note, gaining 2.54% to close
the period at 48,571.75points from
47,367.31points at the end of the
previous period. The bullish trend is
largely attributable to growing investor
interest in low-cost stocks and the lowinterest rate environment. Similarly, the
market cap climbed by 2.55% to
N26.19bn from N25.54bn on April 13.
The burse gained throughout the 8
trading days. As at April 27, the 52 week
and YTD returns stood at 25.43% and
13.71% respectively.

12.00

5.25

NIBOR: OBB (%p.a)

12.50

48,571.75

47,367.31

NGX ASI

26.19

5.75

Outlook and Implications
The release of the Q1’22 corporate
earnings results and the low interest rate
environment will determine the
performance of the stock market in the
coming weeks.

NIBOR: O/N (%p.a)
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25.54

Market Cap. (N’trn)

Commodities
Brent prices ($/b)

Wheat ($/bushel )
105.43

1,090.00

108.78

1,121.25

Outlook and Implication

Outlook and Implications

Brent prices fell 3.08% to $105.43pb at the end of the review
period, owing to weaker demand from China as a result of the
COVD19-induced lockdown in major cities. On the contrary,
average Brent prices rose by 2.88% in the review period to
$106.87pb compared to $103.88pb in the previous period,
revealing the lingering effect of the Russian-Ukraine tensions.

Wheat prices to stay strong on dry weather conditions in the US.
Nigeria’s wheat import costs will increase, essentially raising
operating and production costs for manufacturers like Flour mills.
In tandem, the price of flour and other wheat-related commodities
will stay high.

Oil prices may fall further in the near term due to an increase in
US crude stockpiles and lower demand from China as COVID-19
restrictions persist. For Nigeria, falling oil prices, combined with
lower oil production levels will continue to exacerbate the
country’s revenue woes.

Sugar ($/pound)

Natural gas ($/mmbtw)
7.17

19.04

7.00

20.20

Outlook and Implications

Outlook and Implications

LNG prices could remain high due to strong gas demand from the
US and EU. Higher LNG prices will boost FG revenue and
support external reserves accretion. LNG is Nigeria’s 2nd most
traded commodity (9.95% of total exports).

Sugar prices could fall on the expectation of increased output
from major producers (India and Brazil). Lower prices of sugar
will reduce Nigeria’s sugar import bill and as a result, the
domestic price of the commodity could fall.

Corn ($/bushel )

Cocoa ($/mt )

814.00

2,519

778.00

2,627

Outlook and Implications

Outlook and Implications

Prolonged supply shortages from Russia, Ukraine, and the US will
continue to buoy corn prices in the near term. This will raise
Nigeria’s corn import bill, resulting in higher prices of cornrelated products such as cereals and animal feed in the domestic
market.

Cocoa prices will likely soften due to increased output from Ivory
Coast and Ghana. Cocoa is Nigeria’s top agric export commodity
therefore; lower prices, along with the challenges surrounding
domestic cocoa production will taper export earnings.

SOURCE: FDCThinkTank, Bloomberg
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The Social Angle

Elon Musk Buys Twitter for $44bn
The world’s richest man, Elon Musk, has
struck a deal to buy the social
networking platform, Twitter, for $44bn.
Twitter is one of the most social
media platforms on the planet with
an estimated 217 million daily users,
and a market value of $39.48bn.
Now, Mr. Musk has acquired
personal control over it.
Musk made the shock bid around
mid-April 2022, majorly because of his
desire to relax content restrictions on
the platform and eradicate fake
accounts.
The board of Twitter initially rebuffed Elon
Musk’s deal but currently, all shareholders
will be asked to vote in approval of the
deal.
This is now the biggest social media
acquisition to date, surpassing the $26.2 billion
buyout of LinkedIn by Microsoft.
The takeover is expected to close in late 2022 when
Twitter’s shares will be delisted and it will be taken
private.
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COMMON BELIEFS
EVERY ENTREPRENEUR
SHOULD QUESTION

Culled from Forbes2

Entrepreneurship is a tough road that can travel through some dark places. After some initial success, many entrepreneurs find themselves stuck and
confused, in a place where they question who they are, where their business is going or when they’ll get there. Some are surrounded by self-imposed walls
they’ve built to help deal with the grind of building a business. The walls are too high to climb over and too deep to burrow under. The only option is to
knock them down.
Mike Malatesta is an entrepreneur who found himself in what he calls the “valley of uncertainty” while running his first company, Advanced Waste
Services, Inc., which he sold in 2015 after growing it since 1992. Malatesta wrote about the wake-up call he received in the valley in his book, Owner
Shift. During his time in the valley, Malatesta discovered some beliefs of entrepreneurship that he hadn’t questioned, despite the fact they were actually
harmful. By questioning these beliefs now, you can avoid the valley of uncertainty. Or, at the very least, suffer less on your way out.

1. I can handle anything

2. I’m responsible for everything

Like many entrepreneurs, Malatesta believed
he could handle everything that came his
way. This was a mantra he repeated. Given
enough time, he thought he could outwork
every problem he faced by himself. Asking for
help felt like cheating, as he’d always prided
himself on handling his own work. “I realized
while I was in the valley that I hadn’t put any
boundaries on what my work looked like,”
Malatesta reflected. “I accepted whatever
came my way, which led me here.”

The second misleading belief Malatesta
discovered was that he was responsible for
everything that was happening to him. Good,
bad or indifferent, it didn’t matter. It was all
Malatesta’s fault. “This was an impossible
load to bear,” Malatesta shared. “It was
mistaken thinking that made me miserable. I
looked for coping mechanisms and thought
about throwing in the towel.” Malatesta’s
breakthrough with this belief was realizing
the flaw in this thinking. He’d completely
mixed up being responsible with having the
responsibility.

The root cause for his lack of boundaries was
believing he was capable of achieving any
task and fixing every problem. That’s why he
never asked for help. When he struggled, he
simply buckled down even more. But then
came the problems he couldn’t handle, and
where did that lead him? Straight into the
valley of uncertainty. Finding himself there
forced Malatesta to replace his
belief of “I can handle anything”
with a new belief of “By asking for
help, I can handle anything.”
Once Malatesta started letting
people in instead of shutting them
out, his world changed and so did
his business.

The subtle shift in this belief is that he could
only be responsible for himself. He had
responsibility for everything that happened
in his business, and he had to find ways to
deal with that appropriately. Reframing the
statement meant he found a way forward.

Create your own map
For entrepreneurs having a tough time, the vision they started with is becoming fuzzy. Others see
them as successful. Everyone keeps congratulating them about whatever they’ve got going on, but
deep down, they know the truth. They know they’re stuck in a place they don’t recognize, grappling
with uncertainty that can feel overwhelming. “I’ve been full of big ideas but with no plan for turning
them into reality. I’ve appeared successful when I’ve felt like a failure” Malatesta said. “I’m
constantly questioning whether I have the energy, knowledge, pedigree and resilience I need. But I’m
not the only one”
What he ultimately realized is that he owed it to himself, his customers and his team to find his way
out of the valley. He had to look inside to discover what was holding him back, then create a map so
he could hike his way out of darkness and into a future he’d build for himself. Rather than hide behind
misleading beliefs, Malatesta sought help in handling obstacles, defined the boundaries of his
responsibility, let go of the need to be passionate in every work scenario and involved other people in
his journey. How will you escape your valley of uncertainty?
²https://www.forbes.com/sites/jodiecook/2022/04/11/4-common-beliefs-every-entrepreneur-should-question/?sh=4419e9672773
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3. Passion is all you need
The old saying goes, “Do something you love
and you’ll never work a day in your life.” So
many entrepreneurs chase after passion,
thinking once they find it, the work will bring
a ton of energy and make life meaningful.
After all, you’d do your passion for free,
right? Malatesta says that might work. It
might also hold you back because you don’t
know, or can’t decide, what you’re passionate
about. As a result, when we find ourselves in
the valley of uncertainty, we question the
premise of “follow your passion” altogether.
“I know a lot of entrepreneurs and none are
passionate about all the work they do,”
Malatesta said. “Not a single one. This is
especially true when things are just getting
off
the
ground.”
Here’s
why:
entrepreneurship often requires doing the
dirty work for a bit. Malatesta used to have
to clean thousands of gallons of muck from
the tanks under car washes. He wasn’t
passionate about it, but he wasn’t above it
either. It was just a job that he did in order to
generate invoices and increase the chances of
his fledgling business surviving.
“When the things that are necessary to
survive are within reach, you do them,”
Malatesta explained. “Passion will hopefully
come, but it might be the byproduct of your
journey.” If you aren’t doing what you love,
you can choose to love what you do.
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